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Digi-Sniffer Dog

Motivation:

Data centers consume 
Around 3% of the world 
electricity

The ASHRAE established that the environmental 
conditions for this equipment should be in the  
following ranges:

The Digi-Sniffer: A mobile, low-cost, sensing 
robot for datacenters 
This autonomous robot is based on the iRobot, Create 2 
Programmable Robot 

This low-cost platform is used as a base to build a mobile 
‘sensing’ system that will move along dedicated aisle(s) and 
collect information on the state of the aisle. 

The first prototype is equipped with temperature, humidity 
and pressure sensors. 

Use of RFID reader and the  internal sensors enables localizing the 
‘Digi-Sniffer’ and setting up a predetermined scanning route.

    

  

Methodology:

❑ Search for wall on right side
❑ Once wall is found, follow it on the right side
❑ At each RFID:
➢ Take time stamp
➢ Record temperature, humidity, and pressure values
➢ Send string of data to central management area
❑ Once certain RFID is detected do one(1) of the following:
➢ Turn left and go across isle and hug the wall on the right again
➢ Continue to hug the wall and go to the next isle

❑ Repeat

✓ Arduino Uno R3 (x3): Microcontroller board ($25 each)

✓ Adafruit PN532 NFC/RFID Controller Shield + WiFi shield 
($40 each)

✓ iRobot Create 2 Programmable Robot ($200)

✓ Sensors: $10 each
TOTAL per platform: $400

Results and Future Developments
❑ Recorded live data with time stamp

❑ Ability to send data to third party location

❑ Successfully navigated through aisle like 
environment

❑ Move at an appropriate speed to ensure balance of 
structure

System Capabilities: 
❑ Autonomous monitoring capabilities.
❑ Wireless communication to the Building 

Management System (BMS)
❑ Location aware measurements
❑ Low cost, modular an scalable sensing platform
❑ Easy deployment
 
Future Development 
❑ Add camera to provide imaging of aisles condition
❑ Add motion sensors and other of interest to 

increase autonomous data collection capabilities
 

Hardware & Cost

COLD aisle
Air Inlet to IT equipment ➔ 
important spec to meet

HOT aisle
Air Outlet ➔ not important to IT 
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